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Sliding Mechanism at a Coiled-Coil Interface
David Gomez,1 Yulian Gavrilov,1 and Yaakov Levy1,*
1Department of Structural Biology, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel
ABSTRACT The a-helical coiled coil (CC) is a common protein motif that because of the simplicity of its sequence/structure
relationship, it has been studied extensively to address fundamental questions in protein science as well as to develop strategies
for designing protein with novel architectures. Nevertheless, a complete understanding of CC structures and their dynamics is
still far from achieved. Particularly, spontaneous sliding at interfaces of CC proteins was observed for some systems, but its
mechanism and usage as an intrinsic conformational change at CCs in protein-protein interfaces is unclear. Using coarse-
grained and atomistic simulations, we study various sequences of homodimeric CC, in both parallel and antiparallel configura-
tions. Both the strength of the hydrophobic core and the existence of salt bridges at the periphery of the interface affect sliding
dynamics at the CC interface. Although the energy landscape for sliding along a CC interface is different for parallel and anti-
parallel configurations, both are characterized by a free energy of 1–1.5 kcal/mol, depending on the residues that constitute the
CC interface. These barrier heights suggest that sliding kinetics is relatively slow in CC systems and are not expected to be of
long length scale, yet they can be involved in functional motions. Our study explains the sliding that has been experimentally
observed for the antiparallel CC of the dynein stalk region and the nuclear pore complex and suggests that this one-dimensional
motion is an intrinsic feature in CC systems that can be involved in other CC systems.
INTRODUCTION
Biomolecular dynamics and plasticity, which are essential
to many biomolecular processes, span large length- and
timescales. These processes range from fast local fluctua-
tions to slow extensive structural rearrangements. Their
conformational dynamics and transition are spatially com-
plex and nontrivial to predict. A particular, relatively
simpler case of biomolecular dynamics is manifested in
one-dimensional (1D) diffusion in which two biomole-
cules slide relative to each other along a main axis. Dur-
ing sliding, the biomolecules interact more weakly (i.e.,
with lower affinity) compared with the high-affinity
complex formed when they interact specifically. Intermo-
lecular sliding dynamics mediates important cellular
functions and was reported for several biomolecular
systems.

It is well established that sliding dynamics is involved in
the facilitated diffusion of a protein searching for its target
site on double-stranded DNA (dsDNA). Various features
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of protein sliding along DNAwere studied extensively using
a variety of experimental, theoretical, and computational ap-
proaches (1–3). Other proteins were reported to perform
sliding dynamics along single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)
(4,5). Although universal biophysical principles are prob-
ably shared by these sliding processes, the details of their
mechanism are highly likely to differ for proteins searching
for dsDNAversus ssDNA, both because of the very different
natures of the DNA environments and in keeping with the
functions of the protein. Sliding dynamics may also take
place at protein-protein interfaces. It was reported that
some proteins can diffuse along a microtubule, with such
sliding mediated by electrostatic interactions, similarly to
the diffusion of proteins along DNA (6,7). Sliding was
also reported at different protein-protein interfaces, where
it occurred between the helices that comprise a coiled-coil
(CC) oligomer.

Linear diffusion along protein-protein interfaces can be
affected by the ruggedness of the energy landscape on which
the sliding takes place. The formation of tight interactions
that must be broken to permit sliding constitutes a barrier
to it. For example, hydrogen bonds or stronger electrostatic
interactions may slow down diffusion. Diffusion of proteins
along DNAwas shown to be affected by electrostatic inter-
actions (3,4). For many proteins, the energetic ruggedness
for sliding along dsDNA is small (�1 kBT) (1,2); however,
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Sliding at a Coiled-Coil Interface
for several proteins, a greater ruggedness of �2 kBTwas re-
ported (8). The sliding of proteins along dsDNA and ssDNA
is allowed when the periodic interface with the DNA is char-
acterized by an underlying energy landscape that is not too
rugged. The energy landscape for sliding along dsDNA is
expected to be smoother than for ssDNA because its greater
rigidity acts as a geometric track for sliding (3). In both
cases, the existence of long-range electrostatic interactions
may assist the diffusion. Sliding dynamics, however,
might be more complex and may involve several diffusion
modes (9–12).

The CC is a protein motif that comprises two or more
a-helices that wrap around each other and can be found in
�5% of all the proteins (13–15). CCs widely mediate pro-
tein-protein interactions and form rigid structures that are
often involved in generating forces or in sensing forces in
cells (16–18). The biological functions of CCs critically
depend upon their affinity, specificity, and the dynamics of
helix pairing (19,20). Helices in CCs have a characteristic
seven amino acid repeat unit (abcdefg)n, and their functional
folding and assembly generally require them to pair hydro-
phobic residues in the a and d positions in the dimerization
interface and other residues near the interface, as shown in
Fig. 1. Because of the relative simplicity of their
sequence/structure relationship and their programmable
oligomerization recognition, CCs have been studied exten-
sively in folding studies and as models for protein engineer-
ing and design (21–23). This is often achieved by mutating
positions a, d, e, and g, because these residues can regulate
the structure (e.g., oligomerization state) and stability of the
CC (24–26).
The periodic a-helical structure of CCs and the relative
simplicity of their interface can lead to alternative confor-
mations. For example, it was shown that some sequences
of dimeric CC can satisfy both parallel (P) and antiparallel
(AP) configurations; therefore, a switching transition was
observed (27–29). Another conformational plasticity ex-
hibited by CCs is a helix shift, which occurs when the reg-
istry of one helix shifts through translation relative to the
other, with the length of the translation often one heptad
repeat (30–32). Despite their high stability and tight hydro-
phobic core, sliding motions and staggered conformations
have been reported for some CC systems (30,32–34).

It is likely that this intermolecular sliding is related to the
periodicity and the quasilinearity of the interface between
the helices that comprise the CC. Although the resultant
staggered helical structures were first proposed when the
high-resolution crystal structure of the CC GCN4 leucine
zipper domain was obtained (35), these alternative confor-
mations have only been observed in a few CCs with special
sequence patterns that deviate from the canonical heptad
repeat. Such helix sliding has important biological func-
tions, especially for relaying conformational changes to
distal domains or across membranes. One prominent
example is the AP, two-stranded CC contained in the stalk
domain of dynein, which connects its ATPase domain and
its microtubule-binding domain (MTBD) (31,36).

The kinetics of helix staggering and sliding has not been
well characterized, and its molecular mechanisms are un-
clear. Moreover, it is not known if helix sliding is limited
to specific sequences or if it is a general property intrinsic
to CCs. A further understanding of these alternative
FIGURE 1 Structures of homodimeric coiled-

coils (CCs). Model systems of homodimeric P

and AP CC configurations. CCs consist of

seven amino acids organized in heptad repeats,

(abcdefg)n, with a and d residues forming the CC

hydrophobic core and e and g residues, which are

generally charged, interacting in the following

ways: gn:enþ1 and e-e’ for P and AP CCs, respec-

tively. P structures are generally more symmetric

than AP CCs, with residues equidistantly organized

among the heptad repeats. To see this figure in

color, go online.
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structures and their mechanisms of formation is needed for a
better understanding of CC functions and dysfunctions. The
difficulty in finding these different conformations is associ-
ated with their limited stability. The sliding dynamics in CC
might be observed for unique sequences that reduce the sta-
bility of the major binding mode and support the shift in reg-
istry. Alternatively, one may argue that sliding is an intrinsic
dynamics in CCs because of its distinctive periodic struc-
ture. These observations led us to explore the mechanisms
for CC sliding. In particular, we sought to establish whether
sliding is a general property of CCs that arises from the peri-
odicity of their interfaces or whether it is sequence depen-
dent and to identify the energetic contributions to heptad
shifting dynamics. A fundamental question to be addressed
is the trade-off between the interface stability and sliding
speed.

To characterize the mechanisms of CC sliding, we used
coarse-grained models and atomistic molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations. Specifically, we created different CC sys-
tems with different electrostatic charge distributions in the
e and g positions and different hydrophobic residues in the
a and d positions of the heptad repeat unit. We observed
that different electrostatic charge patterns lead to different
sliding dynamics that is linked to the degree of electrostatic
frustration (37) at the interface between the helices. Addi-
tionally, we performed umbrella sampling studies in full-
atom representations of our models to quantify free
energy during the sliding process. Our findings suggest
that sliding is an intrinsic dynamic in CC systems that can
be modulated by the strength of electrostatic and hydropho-
bic interactions.
METHODS

The sliding of homodimeric CC was studied using coarse-grained and

atomistic simulations.
Coarse-grained models

In the coarse-grained models, each residue is represented by two beads at

the Ca and Cb atoms. Charged amino acids (K, R, H, D, and E) have their

charge at the Cb position. To avoid a decrease in the size of the interface

between the helices during sliding of the CC, the helices of the homodi-

meric CC are of different length. The approach allows the shorter helix

(a five-heptad repeat) to slide along a longer helix (a 10-heptad repeat)

while maintaining the size of the interface. Each helix of the CC is simu-

lated by a native topology-based model and uses the Lennard-Jones poten-

tial to represent native helical contact interactions (38). The electrostatic

interactions are modeled by the Debye-H€uckel model (39).

We simulated sliding in both P and AP CC configurations by allowing all

residues in the a and d positions from different helices to interact with the

unique geometry of each configuration (see Fig. 1). The P CC was modeled

by allowing all residues in the a and d positions from different helices to

interact with a distance of 8 Å. The AP CC was modeled by allowing

each pair of residues in a positions (or in d positions) from different helices

to interact with a characteristic distance of 7 Å. Because of the asymmetry

in the distances between residues in the a positions of the AP helices (see

Fig. 1), only distances of 7 Å were included to avoid geometrical conflict.
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To modulate the strength of the interface of the homodimeric CC, we

changed the energetic strength of the contacts that constitute the hydropho-

bic core (i.e., contacts between residues at positions a and d from different

helices) by modifying their Lennard-Jones strength, ε. Unless stated other-

wise, we set ε ¼ 1.

We constructed P and AP homodimer CC models using the web server

CCBuilder.01 (40). Sequences were designed by following the well-defined

interaction patterns between the e and g positions for the P and AP confor-

mations (i.e., g-eþ1 and g-e, respectively), see Fig. 1. In total, six CC

models were created: three P and three AP. The P models differ in their elec-

trostatic frustration patterns, described in subscript numbers: P0/0, P0/100

and P100/100. In P0/0, all g-e electrostatic interactions are attractive

before and after sliding over one heptad repeat, namely, the CC lacks any

electrostatic frustration. In P0/100, all the g-e electrostatic interactions

are attractive in the CC initial state but become repulsive after sliding of

one heptad repeat, thus increasing its electrostatic frustration. In P100/0,

all g-e interactions are all repulsive in the initial state and become attractive

after sliding of one heptad repeat. The AP models were built as follows:

AP100/100 has repulsive electrostatic interactions between all g-e positions

before and after sliding of one heptad repeat. In AP50/50, a combination of

repulsive and attractive interactions take place between g and e positions

before and after sliding.We note that because of symmetric and geometrical

limitations, it is not possible to construct a homodimeric AP0/0 model. All

simulations were run for a total number of 4 � 108 steps. Every 1000 steps,

a snapshot of the CC configuration was taken, such that an ensemble of

4 � 104 configurations was obtained from each simulation.
All-atom models

For unbiased all-atom MD simulations and umbrella sampling, we per-

formed MD simulations for models of both P and AP CC conformations us-

ing GROMACS version 2016.3. We used the CCBuilder.01 server to

generate 20 models that capture a complete sliding of a single heptad.

We conducted an umbrella sampling analysis by running 50-ns MD simu-

lations in an NPT ensemble, for the 20 different structures of each studied

CC, in such a way that the energy landscape of a whole sliding event over a

heptad repeat was recovered. The force field parameters for the box with

the CC protein, SPC water molecules and ions, were derived from the

AMBER99SB-ILDN force field. We note that the chosen reaction coordi-

nate follows the helical geometry of the CC and is directly obtained

when shifting the helices with respect to each other. The atomistic simula-

tions were performed for several sequences of P and AP CCs that differ with

respect to the identity of the residues located in the a, d, e, and g positions.

For P CC, we studied the following systems: P0/0 (N-L), P0/100 (N-L),

P0/0 (L-L), P100/0 (N-L), and PNo charge (L-L). The letters in the parenthe-

ses refer to the residues in the a and d positions. For example, in P0/0

(N-L), there is an Asn and Leu in the a and d positions, respectively. The

identity of the residues in the other positions follows the notification of

the CC systems that were studied using coarse-grained models. The un-

charged P and AP sequences were designed by mutating the charged resi-

dues (E and K) with S. The CCs were then built using the CCBuilder.

Umbrella sampling was also applied to study the sliding process in

Nup58/45. More details of the studies CC and their sequence are in the Sup-

porting Materials and Methods.

Table S1 summarizes the sequences studied in the coarse-grained simu-

lations and in the atomistic simulations. Fig. S1 shows these sequences

pictorially and highlights the pairing of potential salt bridges between the

e and g sites.
RESULTS

Sliding at the interface of CC proteins may, in principle, be
supported by both its periodic nature and its relatively
simple geometrical features. Following the importance of
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electrostatic interactions for protein sliding along nucleic
acids (3,4), we examined their role in the sliding of CC by
tuning the number of salt bridges. The effect of the strength
of the hydrophobic core in the sliding of CCs was also
examined. Differences in the hydrophobic core and the elec-
trostatic patterns between P and AP CCs may suggest that
their sliding speeds are different.
Kinetic analysis of CC sliding

The effect of electrostatic interactions

To study sliding of homodimeric CCs, we used coarse-
grained models in which the core interactions (between res-
idues at the a and d positions) are of the same strength while
allowing changes of registry. Accordingly, the interaction
between residues at the a and d sites in a given heptad
were symmetrized to allow change in registry while keeping
the stability of the interface unchanged. A similar approach
was implemented to predict the structure of the laminin CC
protein (38). The effect that electrostatic interactions may
have on the sliding dynamics of CCs was studied by
designing several sequences that differ in their charges at
the e and g positions. The pattern of charges was selected
so that the number of salt bridges would change when
sliding takes place. We concentrated on CCs with fewer
salt bridges because we hypothesized that highly stable
CC may prevent sliding. In this study, the e and g can be
either positively or negatively charged. Where all the e
and g charges are positive (or negative), the consequent
repulsion strongly frustrates the CC structure (100% frustra-
tion). Where the charges are entirely complementary, the
strong attraction between them reduces electrostatic frustra-
tion of binding to 0%, whereas a situation of 50% frustration
occurs when attraction exists between half of the e and g
pairs together with repulsion between the other e and g
pair. Thus, a CC characterized before sliding by a maximal
number of salt bridges between the e and g positions (two
salt bridges per heptad and 0% electrostatic frustration)
that lost all of its salt bridges after sliding one heptad (i.e.,
100% electrostatic frustration) has moved from a state of
0% electrostatic frustration to a state of 100% electrostatic
frustration, which is designated P0/100 or AP0/100, for
P and AP CC, respectively.

Analysis of the first sliding event (i.e., a shift of one hep-
tad) was performed by tracking the distance over time be-
tween the Ca beads of the a positions of the central
heptad repeats of the two helices, as shown in Fig. 2. For
the P conformation, the P0/0 sequence showed the slowest
rate (Fig. 2 A). Here, the wholly attractive electrostatic inter-
actions between the e and g positions reduce frustration,
which hinders sliding, and the system remains for a long
time in its initial state. In general, after introducing struc-
tural frustration into the system by placing repulsive electro-
static interactions in the sequence, the dynamics increases
and sliding becomes faster. In the P0/100 model, electro-
static interactions are placed in such a way that before the
one heptad repeat shift, all the g-e interactions are attractive,
whereas after the one heptad repeat shift, they become
wholly repulsive and the sliding time decreases in compar-
ison to the ideal CC without electrostatic frustration (i.e.,
P0/0). This occurs despite the presence of identical interac-
tions within the hydrophobic core before and after the
sliding in models P0/0 and P0/100. The P50/50 model,
which combines repulsive and attractive electrostatic inter-
actions between the e and g positions, shows the fastest dy-
namics (Fig. 2 B). Thus, mutations in the g-e positions of the
CC can modulate CC dynamics, and sliding is facilitated
when both the initial and final states have some degree of
electrostatic frustration.

Because our model system supports more than one sliding
event, we constructed a color map that shows the probabil-
ities of interface between the two helices after a registry
shift. As shown in Fig. 2 C, the principal diagonal is more
populated in the P0/0 model compared to the other models,
which have electrostatic frustration, in agreement with the
observed first sliding times (Fig. 2 B). This indicates that
this model remains in its initial conformation for longer
times because of the attractive electrostatic interactions.
Nevertheless, additional sliding events of one or two heptads
in the direction of either the N- or the C-terminal can be
observed by the populated four off-principal diagonals. In
the same manner, the other two models exhibit different
shifted conformations. However, the principal diagonal of
the P0/0 model, which lacks electrostatic frustration, is
more populated than in the models that exhibit 50 or
100% electrostatic frustration of binding.

We then studied the effects of electrostatic interactions on
the AP contribution. For this, we compared the time elapsed
until the occurrence of the first one heptad sliding event in
the purely electrostatically repulsive model, AP100/100,
to an intermediate electrostatically frustrated model,
AP50/50. As in the P case, the frustrated system, namely
the AP100/100, exhibits the faster dynamics (Fig. 2 B); how-
ever, the effects of the charges seem to be smaller than in the
P conformation. Thus, although the dynamics can be modu-
lated, repulsive interactions do not exert strong effects on
the dynamics of AP CCs. It is worth noting here that the
difference between the P and AP dynamics may also origi-
nate from the different way the hydrophobic core (i.e., inter-
actions between the a and d positions) were modeled (see
Methods for more details).

The effect of hydrophobic core residues

An evident parameter that can affect CC sliding dynamics is
the strength of the hydrophobic core, which is created by the
interactions between the residues in the a and d positions. To
study this effect, we modulated the interaction strength of
the hydrophobic core (ε) of the P0/0 model. Fig. 3 shows
that as ε decreases, the time elapsed until the first sliding
Biophysical Journal 116, 1228–1238, April 2, 2019 1231



FIGURE 2 Kinetic analysis of CC sliding for

P and AP configurations from coarse-grained MD

simulations. (A) The time evolution of distances

between the two neighboring helices in P0/0 and

AP100/100 systems illustrating the change in regis-

try due to sliding is shown. The subscripted

numbers indicate the level of electrostatic frustra-

tion (0, 50, or 100% frustration modeled by the

introduction of repulsive forces) between the e

and g pairs before and after the first sliding event.

The states, indicated by 1, 2, and 3, correspond to

a shift of a single heptad or of two or three heptad

repeats, respectively. The structures on the right

illustrate the relative positions after sliding dy-

namics. (B) The kinetics of the first sliding event

for five different CC sequences is shown. In gen-

eral, electrostatic frustration at the beginning of

the sliding process (such as exists in P50/50,

AP50/50, and AP50/100) enhances CC sliding.

The SD of the sliding kinetics is estimated from

50 simulations of each system. (C) Color maps of

the total occupation fraction of the interface be-

tween the two helices of three CC systems are

shown. The x and y axes correspond to different

heptads of the short and long helices, respectively.

The numbers correspond to the states indicated in

(A). As electrostatic frustration increases, the pop-

ulation of the initial state (1) decreases. In the same

manner, the population of secondary states (2,3) in-

creases. To see this figure in color, go online.
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of one heptad decreases. Thus, as the hydrophobic core be-
comes weaker, the CC exhibits faster sliding events. These
results suggest that CCs increase their capability to sliding
and become more dynamic either by increasing electrostatic
frustration (by increasing repulsive forces) or by weakening
the stability of the hydrophobic core (by decreasing hydro-
phobic interaction strength).
Energy landscape of CC sliding

To study the mechanism of sliding along a CC interface, we
performed atomistic MD simulations using the umbrella
sampling technique to plot the free energy along the reaction
coordinate of the 1D sliding (see Methods). The potential of
mean force along the sliding reaction coordinate was calcu-
lated for various sequences of P and AP homodimeric CCs
with the aim of examining the effect of the residues at posi-
tions a, d, e, and g on the sliding mechanism. We ran
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umbrella sampling over 20 shifted structures that spanned
a complete sliding event over one heptad repeat.

Fig. 4 A examines the effects that electrostatic interac-
tions in the g-e positions and the strength of the hydrophobic
core upon mutating the a-d positions exert on the energy
landscape for sliding of P CC. To analyze the energy land-
scapes, five states were selected along the reaction coordi-
nate (marked 1–5). The free-energy profile for sliding a
single heptad at the interface of P CC is characterized by
two energetic barriers, which are designated by states 2
and 4, respectively (the initial and final states of sliding
are designated by states 1 and 5, respectively; Fig. 4 A).
The electrostatic interactions between the e and g positions
have a more pronounced effect on the height of the
second barrier. Whereas the first barrier has a height of
1–1.5 kcal/mol, the height of the second barrier and the en-
ergy of the metastable state (states 4 and 3, respectively)
between the two barriers are affected by electrostatic



FIGURE 3 Sliding kinetics for the first heptad shift event. The sliding

time is measured for the P0/0 sequence (which has zero electrostatic frus-

tration). Different hydrophobic core strengths were introduced by weak-

ening the energetic contribution (ε) of contacts between residues in the a

and d positions. Destabilization of the hydrophobic core enhances CC

sliding kinetics. The SD of the sliding kinetics is estimated from 50 simu-

lations of each system.

Sliding at a Coiled-Coil Interface
frustration. The propagation of sliding is facilitated in
P0/100 compared with P0/0 because of electrostatic frus-
tration. The existence of the electrostatic repulsions in the
final state (state 5) is reflected by its higher free energy
for systems P0/100 than the corresponding state for system
P0/0. Accordingly, the sliding dynamics of the system
P0/100 is dominated by a single major barrier, whereas
that of P0/0 comprises two major barriers. For P100/0,
for which there is electrostatic frustration in the initial state,
the energy landscape is more downhill than for the system
P0/100. Mutating the residues at position a from Asn to
Leu (P0/0 (L-L)) resulted in lowering the initial barrier
for sliding, in agreement with previous studies that show
the higher stability of the CC interface for Asn than Leu
at positions a or d (24,41). Regardless of Asn or Leu at
the a or d positions, the free-energy profile for sliding still
has two major energetic barriers. Neutralization of
the charges in the e and g positions (by mutating to Ser,
PNo Charge (L-L)) results in lowering the second barrier for
sliding.

The energy landscape for sliding at the interface of AP
CC differs from the corresponding landscape for P CC
(Fig. 4 B). The energy landscape for sliding of AP CC is
dominated by a single barrier that is relatively broad and
located in the midtransition of the heptad sliding). The bar-
rier height is �1.5 kcal/mol, similarly to the two energetic
barriers that govern sliding at P CC interfaces (located at
the beginning and toward the end of the sliding event). We
examined the effects of electrostatic frustration for the AP
CC configurations and found it to be less pronounced than
in the P CC (Fig. 4, A and B). When comparing the
AP100/100 CC with the AP50/50, there is only a small
reduction in the energy barrier, which agrees with the previ-
ously shown kinetic results in Fig. 2. Furthermore, deletion
of charges in the g-e positions does not drastically change
the energy profile of sliding at AP CC. Mutating the hydro-
phobic core of the AP100/100 by introducing Leu residues in
the a position instead of Ile hardly affects the free-energy
profile for sliding.

Fig. 4 shows that the energy landscapes for a heptad shift
for the P and AP CC configurations are different. In the P
conformation, a metastable state can be observed after
FIGURE 4 Energy landscape of sliding for P and

AP CC configurations reconstructed by atomistic

simulations. The energy landscape for sliding of a

single heptad repeat was studied for several se-

quences of homodimeric CC using atomistic

simulations while applying the umbrella sampling

technique for enhanced sampling. The free-energy

profile for CC sliding was studied for P CC (A) and

AP CC (B) using the distance between two residues

in a positions. The free-energy profiles for the P CC

show three minima, whereas those for the AP

exhibit only two main minima. The structural rear-

rangements that occur during sliding are illustrated

by several snapshots taken from the unfrustrated

P0/0 system and from the maximally frustrated

AP100-100 CC system. The sequences of the studied

CC are shown in Table S1. To see this figure in

color, go online.
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half of a heptad repeat unit slides. Here, the a positions of
the hydrophobic core face the d positions. In this case, the
hydrophobic core participates in different packing of the
residues in the a and d positions, an arrangement that is
less stable in the AP CC (states 3 and 7) comparing to the
stable core of P CC. Shift in registry at the AP CC breaks
the a-d interactions and exposes the residues at positions a
and d to the solvent, as can be seen in the representative con-
formations in Fig. 4 B. After completion of one heptad
sliding, the original hydrophobic packing recovers and the
structure becomes stable again.
FIGURE 5 Bioinformatic analysis of attractive electrostatic interactions

for homodimeric CC sequences. The analysis was performed on a data

set of 390 proteins (obtained from the database provided by (54)) of which

224 were P and 166 were AP homodimeric CCs. P conformations exhibit a

larger number of attractive electrostatic interactions (which corresponds to

less frustration) than AP CCs. Thus, P CCs tend to be less dynamic and pre-

serve the stable configuration more than the AP CCs. The inset highlights

the total number of positive and negative charges at the e and g positions.
Bioinformatic analysis of CC sequences

To evaluate the prevalence of electrostatic frustration in the
g-e positions, we performed a bioinformatics analysis of
electrostatic frustration in sequences of natural homodi-
meric CCs that were collected using the server CCþ Data-
base. We obtained a total of 390 homodimeric CCs of
which 224 were P and 166 were AP homodimeric CCs.
For every sequence, we calculated the number of attractive
interactions in their crystal structure, following the rule for
salt bridges of gn:enþ1

0 for P CC and e:e0 or g:g0 for AP CC.
In Fig. 5, we present a histogram of the percentage of

attractive electrostatic interactions (i.e., salt bridges) for
the 390 homodimeric CCs. The great majority of interac-
tions between the e and g positions are not attractive for
both P and AP configurations. Although the e and g posi-
tions are not saturated with charged residues (Fig. 5, inset),
the origin of few salt bridges between these sites is also
associated with imperfect pairing of the charges. P CCs pre-
sent higher numbers of attractive interactions than that of
the AP CCs, which suggests that some P CCs tend to be
more stabilized by salt bridges than AP CCs. Thus, both P
and AP CCs have high levels of frustration that may support
shifted or staggered conformations in the a-helix pairing
profile. Introducing electrostatic frustration was shown
experimentally to reduce the thermodynamic stability of
CC (42,43) and this in turn may facilitate sliding.
Experimental evidence for CC sliding

CC sliding in the nuclear pore

One example of sliding in natural CC systems is a shift of he-
lices in the nucleoporin system. The nuclear pore complex is
responsible for the selective exchange of macromolecules
between the nucleus and cytoplasm in eukaryotic cells. The
central channel of the nuclear pore complex is formed by
several nucleoporin proteins (Nups): Nup62, Nup58,
Nup54, and Nup45 (44). Nups are organized in a similar
way in which N-terminal unstructured phenylalanine-gly-
cine repeats are followed by �200-residue a-helical CCs.
The stable core of the Nup62 complex was identified, and
the identical core domains ofNup58 andNup45were crystal-
1234 Biophysical Journal 116, 1228–1238, April 2, 2019
lized (45). The Nup58/45 protomer is an AP hairpin in which
two a-helices (the N- and the C-helices) are connected by a
short loop. The protomers dimerize in an AP way so that
the helices of two protomers pack against each other by form-
ing hydrophobic contacts at the CC interface (Fig. 6). The
tetramer interface is formed by four N-helices of two dimers,
which results in an AP orientation of the two dimers.

By superposition of pairs of the N-helices extracted from
four different conformers in the crystal, four different
configurational states can de distinguished. These states
exhibit a lateral displacement (by up to �11 Å) of the heli-
ces relative to each other and represent an alternative tetra-
merization interface. This interface is formed mostly by the
hydrogen bonds between the side chains of six residues
(Arg333, Gln344, Arg347, Gln348, Glu351, and Asn355)
from each protomer. The lateral displacement results from
alternative interactions between these residues (45).

To investigate the sliding mechanism between the CC
interface of the Nup58/45 protomer, we performed MD



FIGURE 6 Sliding mechanism of the coiled-coil

(CC) interface of Nup58/45. (A) The structure of

the Nup58/45 (Protein Data Bank [PDB]: 2OSZ)

illustrating a sliding dynamics of 11 Å along the

CC interface of the N-helix is shown. (B and C) Po-

tential of mean force for sliding dynamics along

two isolated N-helices that form AP CC (marked

by dashed rectangles) from atomistic MD simula-

tions is shown. Four representative conformations,

which are designated one to four and correspond to

the four minima in the energy profile, illustrate the

dynamics. In the structures, residues at a and d po-

sitions are colored in cyan and magenta, respec-

tively. To see this figure in color, go online.
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simulations using the umbrella sampling technique (see
Methods). We simulated the four different conformers found
for the Nup58/45 tetramer by studying the potential of mean
force of the interactions between two interacting N-helices
from two dimers within the tetramer (Fig. 6). Based on the
free-energy profile along the sliding axis (Fig. 6), the transi-
tion between the four states captured experimentally involves
energetic barriers, each of �1 kcal/mol. These barriers are
relatively low and support sliding in the Nup58/45 system,
as was concluded from the x-ray structures. The existence
of intermediate states in the sliding of AP CC might be due
to its stabilization by other regions of the interface of the
tetramer. Alternatively, the intermediate states may arise
from the less hydrophobic character of the interface than is
common for CC interfaces. We note that in contrast to the
free-energy profiles shown in Fig. 6, the final state of the
CCofNup58/45 after sliding is less stable than the initial state
simplybecause the interface became smaller byoneheptad. In
the sliding of all theCCsystems shown inFig. 4, the size of the
interface was held constant during sliding dynamics.

CC sliding in dynein stalk region

A prominent example of a CC is the dynein stalk region, an
AP CC that has the capacity to transmit structural changes in
the ATPase domain toward the MTBD. The existence of two
discrete registries in the CC domain has been experimen-
tally determined. One is known as the þb registry or the
low-affinity microtubule-binding structure, and the second
one is the a registry or the high-affinity microtubule-binding
mode (see Fig. 7). Despite the large number of studies, how
the change in registry takes place in the AP CC is not
entirely clear, and different models have been proposed
(17,36,46,47).
The most accepted mechanism for the conformational
change of the dynein CC is the sliding model (17,31,47)
that starts with the dynein being in the þb registry.
After hydrolysis of ATP, the first helix of the stalk CC
(CC1) slides by a half heptad repeat with respect to the
second helix of the stalk CC (Fig. 7, model 1). This
sliding motion is supported by the secondary CC buttress.
Thus, the hydrophobic residues in the d position of CC1
shift toward the previously occupied a positions (46).
This unpacks the hydrophobic core and exposes the a-d
residues to solvent, as shown in structure 7 of Fig. 4.
This model is supported by a large number of structural
and biochemical studies (17,36,46,47). Moreover, half
heptad sliding transitions have also been observed in other
CCs (32,48).

A sliding mechanism can explain experimental observa-
tions; however, it does not constitute direct proof that CC
sliding actually takes place. It was argued that the sliding
mechanism might be too costly energetically and thus unfa-
vorable. An alternative mechanism, therefore, was proposed
for CC stalk registry change (46). Following this mecha-
nism, a structural change in the buttress CC is coupled to
Pi release from the AAAþ ring. This immediately leads to
a structural change at the beginning of the stalk domain
that is carried over the whole CC like a zipper. In this
way, the AP CC changes its registry from b to a, (Fig. 7,
model 2). Another alternative and more extreme mechanism
was proposed, suggesting that the change in registry
takes place only after the stalk domain unfolds (47)
(Fig. 7, model 3). Strong evidence against this mechanism
is the experimental observation that the stalk domain does
not show large structural changes during the dynein motor
cycle (47,49,50).
Biophysical Journal 116, 1228–1238, April 2, 2019 1235



FIGURE 7 Proposed models for the change of registry in the stalk AP CC

of the dynein microtubule-binding domain (MTBD). In the most accepted

model 1, the first coiled-coil helix (CC1) slides a half heptad repeat with

respect to the second helix of the stalk CC, so losing its hydrophobic pack-

aging and becoming exposed to the solvent (17,47). This model is supported

by a large number of structural and biochemical studies (17,36,46,47). An

alternative proposed model 2 suggests that a conformational change at the

beginning of the CC is carried over along the whole CC, following a zipper

model (46). The third and least accepted model for the change of registry in

the dynein CC stalk domain is the one in which a melting of the CC is fol-

lowed by a change in the registry of the CC (model 3) (47). To see this figure

in color, go online.
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Although no consensus exists concerning the mechanisms
governing the change of registry of the stalk domain, this
computational study suggests that sliding at the CC interface
is likely. Although sliding of AP CCs demands crossing a
barrier of �1.5 kcal/mol, as can be observed in the energy
1236 Biophysical Journal 116, 1228–1238, April 2, 2019
landscape shown in Fig. 4 B, ATP hydrolysis can provide
enough energy to overcome the energy barrier. Because a
typical hydrolysis event releases energy of �7 kcal/mol,
the dynein motor cycle would be provided with enough
energy to overcome the energy barrier. Moreover, it is note-
worthy that dynein has hydrophobic residues only in the
d positions and not in the a positions; thus, the energetic bar-
rier for sliding might be lower and therefore more favorable.
The sliding mechanism for dynein is also supported by
several experimental structures that show a shift of a full
heptad and not by a half heptad, which we find to be espe-
cially unstable for AP CC.

Sliding for P CC

Sliding dynamics was also probed experimentally for P CC.
Single-molecule experiments that were undertaken for two
stable P CCs (a variant of the leucine zipper GCN4 and a
heterodimer pER) suggested that helix sliding is a general
feature of CCs because of their periodic structure (30). Stag-
gered CC conformations were probed for these two systems,
which differ in their sequence, stability, and orientation.
Furthermore, the single-molecule study supports the exis-
tence of staggered intermediate CC structures (36), consis-
tent with the intermediate state (with sliding of half a
heptad) found in the free-energy landscape for sliding of
P CC (Fig. 4).
CONCLUSIONS

In this study, sliding at the interface of homodimeric CCs
was explored using coarse-grained and atomistic MD simu-
lations. The coarse-grained models were used to obtain
kinetic information about the sliding of P and AP conforma-
tions with different sequences, particularly the identity of
the residues at position a and d as well as e and g. Charges
at positions e and g, which form salt bridges with the neigh-
boring helical peptide, may stabilize the CC and will
disfavor sliding dynamics. Repulsive electrostatic interac-
tions between residues in these positions constitute electro-
static frustration within the CC structure that may facilitate
sliding dynamics. The important role of electrostatic inter-
actions in promoting 1D diffusion at the CC interface is
reminiscent to the effect of long-range electrostatic interac-
tions in the sliding of proteins along dsDNA (3). In addition
to the role of electrostatic frustration, decreasing the stabil-
ity of the interface by reducing the strength of the interac-
tions between a and d at the hydrophobic core of the CC
results in faster diffusion. A similar trade-off between stabil-
ity and speed was also reported for the sliding of proteins
along dsDNA (51).

The energy landscapes for registry shifts suggest a
different mechanism for sliding along P and AP CCs.
Sliding of P CC conformations takes place via a meta-
stable state in which half a heptad repeat is shifted,
whereas sliding of AP CC configuration is achieved via
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a higher and wider energetic barrier. The energy land-
scape for sliding is affected by sequence variations, with
the sliding of P CC being more sensitive to mutations
than the AP CC. Introducing electrostatic frustration re-
duces the barrier for sliding more significantly in the P
than the AP CC, consistent with the results from the
coarse-grained simulations. Nevertheless, electrostatic
and hydrophobic frustration facilitate the sliding of CCs
in both configurations. Our results suggest that the pro-
posed sliding mechanism for the stalk CC in the dynein
protein can take place after an ATP molecule is hydro-
lyzed in the head of the protein and a structural change
takes place in the protein. This provides insights into
the role of CCs in signaling transduction.

Sliding at CC interfaces, although it was shown for
several systems, is less characterized than for protein
sliding along nucleic acids. Our results indicate that
sliding is an intrinsic property of these systems and may
exhibit similar features in all of them; however, they
may depend on the sequence of the CC. In comparison
to sliding along dsDNA, the energetic barriers to sliding
along CC are higher, being �1–1.5 kcal/mol, whereas
those for sliding along dsDNA are 0.6–1.2 kcal/mol.
Sliding along the CC interface is therefore expected to
be less widespread and of limited length scale. Neverthe-
less, sliding can be a mechanism for conformational
changes or allosteric communication along CCs that
require concerted changes in the CC registry and helix
packing with a global change of �10 Å in CCs, which
correspond to sliding of one heptad repeat. Further quan-
tifications are required to address sliding in CCs of higher
oligomeric states and of a heteroligomeric nature as well
as the possibility that CC sliding involves unwinding of
the helices (52,53). It is likely that sliding dynamics is
more widespread in molecular biology than originally
considered and is relevant to other biomolecular systems
in which sliding at protein-protein interfaces potentially
plays a role in functional dynamics.
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